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total of all that
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and

its
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both are one.
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The

;

istence

not manifested

is

ohne Wirklichkeit

Science

is

— which

e.

/.

is

,

existence without reality

;

Sein

is

the

is

is

The

economy

of thought.

(Mach.)

to say,

object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowledge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-

The

ness, errors,

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

and misconceptions.
of knowledge is that

The purpose

new

vista of pro-
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PROOF OF DOUBLE CONSCIOUSNESS
HYSTERICAL INDIVIDUALS.

25,

The

IN

il

method has guided me from my
I have particularly endeavored

idea of such a

earliest researches,

BV ALFRED BINET.

The

JOURNAIi

and

to discover the simplest possible experiments,

psychologists of France, during the past few

might be repeated

at the

such as

bedside of patients without

years, have been diligently at

work studying the phedouble consciousness and double personhysterical individuals. The same problems have

previous preparation by any physician that might be

nomena

first

numerous investigations in
foreign countries, especially in England and in America
and the phenomena of automatic writing, which

exhibiting the duality of persons in hysterical patients,

ality in

of

been the subject

also

of

;

are

now

so often described in the scientific periodicals

both the above-mentioned countries, are evidently
due to that doubling of personality which is so mani-

of

fest in a vast

number

of hysterical people.

called

It

in.

doubtless interesting to know,

is

that at the present day

we possess

if awake, and the process employed
two personalities which he contains is
as direct and as simple as that which consists of count-

to reveal the

chology of normal states as well as to the psychology of
nervous diseases. After briefly recurring to the results

made,

my

previous studies, published in the Revue Phil-

osophique, the Archives de Physiologie, and in the Compies

rendus de

more or

I'

Acadhnie des

Sciences,

I

shall set forth,

we must

instance insist upon a question of method.

we undertake

to

we

in the

first

as

blush

naturally provoke astonishment and even doubt.

In truth,

is it

believe

I

it

the results that

I

not the idea extraordinary, that in h5's-

In performing our experiment

course to hysterical patients

who

slightest sensation of contact,

tellectual perturbations of this order,

we must be

pre-

sented with objective, palpable, and actual evidence
of their existence.

The experimentalist must strive
phenomena which

not only to discover the psj'chological
explain so

many

manifestations of mental alienation,

but he must also, and with equal care, seek the method
of

experiment that

ders such

commands

phenomena

clear

conviction and that ren-

and evident

to ever^'body.

this

we must have
in certain

re-

parts of

small spots irregularly scattered

people as a rule regard the phenomena in
question as highly doubtful for they imagine that there
do not yet exist precise experiments adequate to esin-

work upon

Nothing is more common than
At times it will appear in the

sensibility (anaesthesia).

hysterical anaesthesia.

about.

der to recognize and admit exceedingly delicate

that

fully con-

the body present a more or less extended region of in-

form of small

In fact, in or-

may add

topic*

should exist two distinct pertwo egos united in the same person? I
have frequently had occasion to speak of the doubling
of consciousness to persons who were unfamiliar with
science, and even to physicians, and I can verify the

tablish this duplication of personality.

have

firmed by the researches of other authors, among whom
I shall cite my friend, M. Pierre Janet, who has re-

sonalities,

;

I

have obtained, have been

terical individuals there

fact, that

I

profitable first to recapitulate the

processes of investigation employed.

When

expound such strange phenomena

those of the doubling of consciousness, at the

Before presenting the recent researches that

cently published a very interesting

less extensiveness, m)' recent observations.

In approaching so delicate a subject
first

with

of clearly

dition, is almost as

ing the beatings of his pulse.

of

means

without being obliged to resort to the hypnotizing of
our subjects or to submitting them to any complex and
ill-defined influences. The patient, in the normal con-

wish to devote a series of articles to these problems, which are of such high importance to the psyI

the

An

islets, of

hysterical patient, for example,

hibit a small anaesthetical spot in the

On

palm

may

of his

ex-

hand.

forcing a pin into this spot, or pinching the skin,

or burning

not experience the

the subject will

it,

or sensation of pain

while, nevertheless, a few centimeters

same

the

away from

;

it

excitations will produce a very keen and pain-

ful reaction.

With

other patients the anaesthesia re-

distribution it may, for example,
comprise an entire limb, as an arm which has become
insensible from the extremity of the fingers to the

veals a

more regular

shoulder-joint.

With

;

other patients the distribution

even still more remarkable the
patient is divided into two halves by a vertical plane
extending through the breast to the back, so that one
head, trunk, arm, and leg is comhalf of his body
insensibility

of

is

;

—

—

*

L'autoinatisme psychologique.

Paris

:

1889.

F.

Alcan.
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pletely insensible, while the half corresponding pre-

serves

normal

its

Finally,

sensibility.

it is

not rare to

meet with hysterical persons whose insensibility extends to the entire body but in such cases the insensibility is generally more marked in one half of the
body than in the other.
Let us now turn to a patient exhibiting an insensibility extending to an entire limb.
Let us first assure
ourselves by means of a few painful tests that this insensibility is not simulated.
Several means are adaptable for this purpose.
Thus, whenever a patient
feigns the loss of sensibility, if, without warning him,
we suddenly excite his skin from behind a screen and
;

he betrays a movement of surprise, it is a proof that
he has felt the sensation. When we allow an electric
current of increasing intensity to pass through his
limb, there certainly must arrive a moment, in which
the pain is so intense that he cannot any longer endure
it.
But genuine insensibility will come out victorious
from all such tests. Let us add that with hysterical

power

individuals the
in

eter,

of pressure

the insensible members,

upon the dynamomis

generally weak-

ened, and that the time of physiological reaction

The

prolonged.

is

maybe

tests described, accordingly,

regarded as sufficiently numerous and competent to defeat any attempt at imposition.
suppose, now, that

I

tient
all

who

we

are occupied with a pa-

exhibits a genuine anaesthesia, controlled by

the clinical tests which the

at his

command.

I

modern physician has

shall take for granted, further, that

this insensibility, limited to a single limb,

arm, for example,

—affects

all

—the right

the tissues of the limb

;

Evidently, in order that the finger should spontaneously

and arhave lost all trace of sensibility. The
neither puncture nor compression neither

patient feels

;

nor passive movements im-

repeat the

upon

movement

it is

it,

that has once been impressed

necessary that the

movement

in ques-

have been perceived. The patient nevertheless declares that he has not felt, or experienced,
anything in his finger. We must, accordingly, suppose that an unconscious perception of the movement
has been produced there doubtless has been a perception
the perception has engendered a similar
movement this too seems evident but neither the
sensation nor its motory effect have entered within
the circle of the subject's consciousness.
This little
psycho-motory performance has been accomplished
without his knowledge, and so to speak, quite outside
tion should

;

;

—

;

of him.

Let us complicate

our experiment

order the better to understand
ject are

We

The

it.

a

little,

in

eyes of the sub-

throughout kept concealed behind a screen.

now

place some familiar object into the insenhand for instance, we thrust a pen-holder or a
pencil between the thumb and the index-finger.
As
soon as the contact takes place the two fingers draw
together, as if to seize the pen the other fingers bend
half-way, the wrist leans sideways, and the hand asIn the same
sumes the attitude necessary to write.
manner by introducing the thumb and index-finger
sible

;

;

we cause the subperform the movements of one who wishes to
cut.
These experiments, of course, may be varied indefinitely
further instances, however, would be
superfluous
the two given amply suffice for the purposes of our analysis.
within the rings of a pair of scissors
ject to

;

;

Here

that not only the skin, but muscles, tendons,
ticular surfaces

COURT.

also the entire transaction takes place out-

side the consciousness of the subject; the pen-holder

was seized by the

anaesthetic hand, without the sub-

hide from him the sight of his limb by the interposi-

a conscious manner, any contact,
and without his knowing that he held a pen-holder in
his hand.
Now, this ver)' simple act, performed by

tion of a screen.

the hand,

pinching,

faradization,

pressed upon his limb,

when we have taken

care to

Under the above-mentioned conditions the

ex-

ject's perceiving, in

is

an act of adaptation

that the object has been

felt,

;

it

implies, not only

but also that this object

perimentalist seizes a finger of the insensible hand,

has been recognized as a pen-holder, for

and impresses upon the finger in question alternate
movements of flexion and of extension the patient,

had been a different one a different act of adaptation
would have taken place. In this manner, the sensation must be said to have provoked an uncon-

;

own hand,
being done to him
he does
not know whether they are bending or stretching one
of his fingers. Nevertheless, it frequently happens that
be

it

understood, not being able to see his

does not know what

is

;

the finger thus manipulated spontaneously continues

movement which the experimentalist has impressed upon it we may observe that it bends and
straightens out again five or six times.
The very
same thing would happen if we had caused the wrist
the

;

or elbow to perform passive movements.

Now, what does
admittedly

is

this experiment prove, which
very simple and easy of repetition ?

if

the object

scious perception, an unconscious reasoning, an unIn short, the event happened just
had been thrust into the sensible
as if the subject had felt the object, had
hand
with the sole
recognized it and decided to write
difference, however, that apparently the whole process
was without consciousness.
The theories of Huxley and of several English
authors concerning the part played by consciousness
in psychological phenomena seem here to find direct

conscious volition.
as

if

the pen-holder
;

;

application

;

yet,

as

a matter of fact,

this

is

only

THE OPEN

COURT.
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Huxley consciousness is an epi-phenomenon, a
superfluous phenomenon, superadded to the physiological process, but which reacts no more upon that
process than the shadow of the individual upon the
individual itself
you may suppress consciousness,
and yet all physiological phenomena will continue to
be produced automaticallj' just as before; objects

have been given more striking examples of the
in question
and there have been published
observations in which the two consciousnesses are to
be seen each performing a different task, and reciprocally ignoring each other.
But all these curious observations are generally presented under conditions so
very complex that it is difficult to combine them for
the purposes of a correct verification. The methods of

unconscious reasonings

investigation, relative to hysterical anaesthesia, that

of adaptation.

we have

apparently

we

so, as

According

presently shall see.

to

;

be perceived

will continue to

;

by acts

will develop, followed

Let us add a new complication to our last experiment, and we shall find as a result, that Huxley's
hypothesis

Up

to

we have

point

this

simple to explain

manifestly too

is

production of movements

it.

limited ourselves to the

an insensible region
these movements, however, were very elementary,
and would not betray a well-developed thought. We
may essay to provoke certain acts of a more intellectual character and of decidedly higher organization.
The following is an example selected, as the
preceding ones, from among many others.
We put a pen into the anaesthetic hand, and we

make
its

it

write a

attitude,

word

and

in

left to itself

;

the hand preserves

at the expiration of a short

time repeats the word, often

five or ten times.

space of

Having

we again seize the anaesthetic
hand, and cause it to write some familiar word, for
example, the patient's own name but in so doing,
arrived at this fact,

;

we

commit an error in spelling. In its
hand repeats the word, but oddly
enough, the hand betrays a momentary hesitation
when it reaches the letter at which the error in
orthography was committed
if a superfluous letter
happens to have been added, sometimes the hand will
intentionally

turn the anaesthetic

;

hesitatingly re-write the

mentary

letter

;

again

the letter in question
press

;

it

name along

with the supple-

and again,

finally, entirely

;

just set forth, at least possess the merit of fur-

nishing a strict proof of double consciousness.
This, however, does not imply that the

employed

Many hysterical

nately.

when

yield results with

all

methods

patients indiscrimi-

individuals do not react at

all

the experiments mentioned are being performed

upon them. But we must mistrust
experiments, which simply prove

all

purely negative

that people did not

I have
to set about the business in hand.
advanced the hypothesis, that when we are unable to
provoke the repetition of the movements, or acts of
adaptation, in anaesthetic regions, our failure is due
to a defect in the organization of the second consciousness the excitation brought to bear upon the in-

know how

;

sensible region

is

perfectly perceived, but

directly lead to a determined

movement

;

it

does not

there are no

actual associations, ready to play between sensations

and movements. Repetition of the experiments, howmay produce these necessary co-ordinations.
At this point, accordingly, we are in possession of

ever,

we know that in hysterical inphenomena of double consciousand using this as a starting-point, it now re-

precise observations

;

dividuals there exist
ness,

mains for us, in the following papers, to develop our
knowledge of this phenomenon through additional
experiments.

will retrace only a part of

YOUTH AND OLD

sup-

when

BY FELIX

the experiment successfully reaches

degree of complication, we cannot explain it by
merely invoking unconscious phenomena.
The corthis

by the anaesthetic hand
and it is
why the thought that directs the

rection of an orthographic error

indicates the presence of a guiding thought

not perfectly clear,

movements of the

;

writing should be unconscious, while

which controls the movements

word should
would seem more
these patients there exist two

alone be regarded as conscious.
logical to admit, that in

distinct consciousnesses.

The

of the

It

first of

these conscious-

nesses gathers up the sensations proceeding from the
sensible

members

;

the second

is

more especially

in

connection with the insensible regions.
In this
of

phenomena

L.

OSWALD,

AGE.*
M. D.

it.

Plainly,

that

tainly

manner we

are able to verify that doubling

The

decrepitude of old age has long been a favorite

theme of Pessimism, but here, tod, it remains true
that "the worst evils are abnormal, and the sorest
woes a consequence of man's interference with the
harmony of creation." In a state of Nature the decline of old age

many

investigations.

There may

but

from being abandoned

far

tality,

brief.

Up

to within a

to the evils of

the patriarchs of gregarious

few

exhausted

vi-

mammals remain

the timethe acknowledged leaders of their herd
steeled vigor and experience of old stags and bulls
;

generally

more than compensate a decline

* Copyrighted

cer-

swift,

of their last

consciousness which in recent years has become the

object of so

is

day the creatures of the wilderness,
on approaching the normal term of their existence,
enjoy a degree of vigor abundantly sufficient to make
So
life, on the whole, a blessing rather than a curse.

weeks

Part

XXIV

under " Body and Mind

;

or,

The Data

of

of agility.

Moral Physiolosy."
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Primitive nations, too, consider death simply the

end of life an end generally sufficiently long postponed to enable individuals to reap the fruits of their
labors.
The history of the patriarchs abounds with
the records of men who preserved their mental and
physical vigor to an extreme old age
but such rec:

;

ords are not confined to the period of semi-mythical
traditions.

Sophocles and Euripides wrote their masthem to review the

ter-pieces at an age which enabled

experience of three different generations.

Xenophon

had passed his eightieth year when he left his huntinglodge at Scillus in Elis and settled in Corinth to devote the remaining years of his life to literary pursuits.

his

At an age

own

of

ninety-two Juvenal could

still

hold

against his literary rivals, and the last works

of Plutarch give

no evidence

of

The

mental decline.

memoirs in his eightyfifth year and three years later was still able to read
without the aid of spectacles, which he thought "should
be left to centennarians and the victims of eye diseases."
Baron Frederic de Waldeck disdained the
traveler Bougainville wrote his

offer of a carriage

in

on his archaeological exploring

trips

the neighborhood of Paris where he began to col-

and copy old inscriptions

lect antiquities

his ninety-seventh year.

passed the

maximum

of

after passing

The Persian poet Saadi had
the Hebrew psalmist, when

he wrote his Giilistan, or Garden of Roses, and in his
103d (according to other biographers even his loyth)
year revisited his native town of Shiraz to prevent the
inheritage.
Fleury, Ximenes,
and Richelieu repeatedly undeceived their political opponents who founded their intrigues on the supposed
dotage of the veteran statesman, though Sultan Mohammed Baber went perhaps too far, in refusing to
employ any counsellors who had not tested their theories by the experience of at least sixty years.
It has often been argued that the respect shown to
old age (like the deference to the weakness of the female sex) is exclusively a product of an advanced stage
of civilization
but an altruism of that sort manifests
itself often in the customs of savage nations, and even

forfeiture of a small

;

in certain species of

animals.

The

naturalist

Brehm

mentions the "patriarchal authority" which the aged
males of the Hamadryas baboon exercise over the
younger members of their tribe, who continue their
homage even after the grizzly Nestor of their community has been crippled by a shot or by an encounter
with the prowling giant-cats of the Abyssinian mountains.
Rats have been known to assist their aged relatives at the risk of their

own

lives,

and storks often

delay their autumnal migrations to await the recovery

wounded

and resort to a more desperbecomes evidently
hopeless.
In that case the tribe assembles on a secluded meadow of the North-Holland marshes, and
of a

old leader,

ate expedient only

if

that recovery

COURT.

after

an animated debate, the interest

prevails over
invalid

is

of public welfare

other considerations and the hopeless

all

on the

killed

spot.

"A

friend of mine,"

says Dr. Charles Letourneau, "brought up a couple

who had come direct from the Canary
and put them both together into a garret of
his country-house at Nanterre. This couple, well fed,
and almost free in their actions, increased and multiof

canary birds,

islands,

Fifteen or sixteen years afterwards this garret

plied.

was inhabited by a large swarm of canaries, and among
them was some mixture of the green canary, for strangers had been introduced into the family. The mother
bird, then seventeen or eighteen years old, was so enfeebled by her great age that she could hardl}' flutter.
She could barely drag herself up to join in the common
meal. Two of her descendants perceived this and came
to her assistance.

death, as

much

Thej^ took care of her until her

as nearly

fed her from their

own

two years afterwards.
beaks, as they would a

They
little

and what is more singular, the old grandmother
welcomed them by beating her wings, as the young

one

;

This could not be

ones do.
of

filial

love, for the

strictly called

an instance

two charitable birds were only

distant relatives of their female ancestor."
It is a curious fact that the veneration of old age
has been carried to the greatest length by conservative

nations,

who by

a natural association of ideas, transfer

their deference to ancient

customs

survivors of former generations.

to

the venerable

The progressiveness

Anglo America has perhaps never been equalled in
or at any period of the world's history,
and foreign travelers in the United States have more
than once expressed their surprise at the flippant irreverence of the rising generation in their conduct
towards their parents and old persons in general. But
it would be a mistake to suppose that the fietas or
filial reverence of the ancient Roman republicans, had
The
been a universal character-trait of antiquity.
Athenians, the most progressive nation of the Mediterranean coast-lands were notoriously deficient in that
virtue of their conservative neighbors, as evinced by
numerous anecdotes, but perhaps still more strikingly
by a proverb which the most disrespectful representative of young America might hesitate to translate in

of

an}' countr}'

its literal

"Epya

The

sense

:

vioov, fiovXai 3i fiiaoov,

nopdai Se yspnyToor.

Spartans, with their strict adherence to the ordi-

nances of an ancient lawgiver, would probably have
lynched the author of that proverb, and during a visit
to an Athenian playhouse their ambassadors rose to
offer their seats to an old man whose entrance had been
calmly ignored by the young men of his own city.
The most conservative nation of the world, the
Chinese, inculcate

filial

respect as the highest of

all
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emperor's authority," says Captain
founded on an ancestral and patriarchal
respect almost boundless in its ethical influence. Veneration for old age is a law of the state.
Infirm old
men, too poor to hire litters, are often seen in the
streets of Pekin, seated in little hand-carriages, dragged
about by a troop of eager children, who seem to compete for the honor of anticipating the old man's desires.
As they pass, the young people about receive

vent him from falling into decline.

and leave off for the moment their
play or their work. The government encourages these
feelings bj' giving yellow dresses to very old men. This

up

"The

virtues.

Medhurst, "

them

is

is

respectfully,

the highest

can receive,

members

mark

for

of distinction a private individual

yellow

is

the color reserved for the

of the imperial family."

has become a system of ancestor-worship.

The

poorest field-laborer keeps in his cottage a set of idols
(often

mere wooden blocks with a symbolic

tion) representing the

manes

parents," says Father Hue,

The Esquimaux

parents.

tives after they
in

had strangled them,

The

them

historian Strabo staggered the belief of his

surest
in the

'
'

After the death

"their children

est

way

of being helped to a condition of happiness
next world, the dogs themselves being so hon-

and good

We read

1

Northland warriors rushing into certain
death to earn the rewards of a heaven reserved for the
victims of war; but in that and all similar cases, it is
of

more than probable
facilitated

;

'

goes into a future

or they shut

countrymen by mentioning the custom of an Asiatic
tribe (the Massagetse) who "kept dogs for the special
purpose of devouring the aged and sick, whence they
were called the dog buriers " but Russian travelers
report an exactly' similar custom from western Kamtchatka where old people are killed and, for their own
good, thrown to the dogs of the tent-village, "as the

though they were still alive. To forsake one's own
father is a crime that they rarely commit.
Asylums
for the aged, benevolent societies for affording them
assistance, are very numerous, and in some cities date
from a very early period."
An almost inconceivable contrast with such institutions form the customs of certain barbarous races
but the apparent cruelty of their conduct towards the
old and infirm is often dictated by exigencies of adverse circumstances, as in Kamtchatka, where the
frequent migrations of the half savage herdsmen entail
hardships which persons of an advanced age could
hardly hope to survive.
"The new Caledonians,"
says the author of Ethnographical Studies, "who regard the head of their family as a sacred object, carry their
aged parents to a secluded spot and leave them there
to die, to save themselves the distress of witnessing
their decline under a hopeless disease.
They sometimes shorten that decline by burying them alive and
the victims take the whole thing as a matter of course.
Nay, the old people will often ask for death, and will
calmly walk towards the ditch into which the}' are
felled by a blow on the head.
The same custom is
generally practiced in one of the Fiji islands, where it
has been endorsed by the religion of the natives, for
religious ideas are most frequently first prompted by
the requirements of a people or race. The Fijians be-

man

strangle their

either buried their old rela-

an iglou of ice."

continue to celebrate each decade of their existence as

lieve that a

own hands,

the sons would, with their

whom

he pays his periodic devotions, and renders his thanks
whenever an unexpected turn of good luck suggests
of the

;

inscrip-

of his forefathers, to

the intercession of his tutelary spirits.

A mortuary feast was held to which friends
and relations were invited then the victims walked
quietly towards their ditch, and after a tender farewell,

gratitude.

;

Religion, with nine tenths of the Chinese population,

Hence arose the

duty of the children to warn their parents in time, and
to kill them was considered their last act of earthly

'

life

exactly in the

same condition as that in which he has left the present.
There was therefore a very strong argument to pre-

that the act of self-sacrifice

was

by an instinctive pessimism the life-weariness, b}' which Nature, in the evening-hour of existence, contrives to reconcile her children to the ap:

proach of the endless night.

THE SITAHARANAM

;

OR,

THE RAPE OF

AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT

EPIC

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT

H.

SITA.

"RAMAYANA."
GUNLOGSEN.

VIII.

{Concluded

But at these words
who also bore the name
his

Ravana,

of Sita the majestic
of

Dasagriva, merely rubbed

hands together, and began

to swell into

an enorm-

ous body.

The

disguised pilgrim rose to a giant stature, and

changed himself

into the congenital form of

Ravana,

the dreaded lord of the rovers of the night, in an instant having quitted the

modest garb

cant Bikshu, and recovered his

own

of the

mendi-

repulsive form,

black like death.

And

there he stood, with an

immense forehead,

blood-shot eyes, a broad chest, huge arms, teeth like
a lion, shoulders like a bull, of a multifarious body,
lurid aspect, all over his black

body

bristling with hair,

blood-red garments, with ear-rings, bracelets,' and
neck-lace of beaten gold.

in

The

rover of the night thereupon addressed the

richly dressed Sita,

who was

this frightful transformation

"If

in this native

half-dead with terror at

:

form of mine you do not desire

THK OPKN
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me for your husband, I shall take possession of you
by force for, although you may boast the power of
that imbecile, Rama, you can hardly, O you foolish
woman, entertain a correct notion of my own matchless
;

strength.

COURT.

round the neck of the Lotus-eyed Sita, and wound
arm round her body.
Thus caught by the strong Raksha, Sita screamed
loudly: "O husband, O hero Lakshmana, you do not
laid

his right

"

me

protect

"With both arms

Then

!

can lift the earth, myself standing in mid-air; I can drink up the ocean, and in battle
I can vanquish death itself.
"I can hide the luminous orb of the sun, and with
my sharp arrows cleave the earth asunder. Behold,

Ahi-serpent once did with the wife of Indra

O

seized her in his arms, like a Garuda-bird darting

I

woman, how suddenly

have changed my
form, and how like a lord I can grant any wish "
The daughter of Videha indeed beheld before her
Ravana, and stared into the glaring eyes of the angry
foolish

I

!

Raksha-fiend.

He was standing before her with his blood-shot
eyes and horrible ten faces, armed with bow and arrows, like a lurid cloud, black and ungainly in his bloodred garments and golden ornaments
and still fixing
;

his glance

on that pearl of

ter of Mithila

— Ravana could

addressing Sita

"O

Rama, dressed

glorious daugh-

not refrain from further

of

in a

how can you love
penitent's garb, made of the
Videha,

—only a wasted, weather-beaten, stupid

you wish

bark
?

husband renowned in the three
worlds, then love me, who in your presence so long
have been extolling your virtues. You shall suffer no
harm, no unkindness at my hand. Only abandon your
love for a mortal man, and grant it to me. Do not fear
If

It is

dear maiden, simply because I am a Raksha.
myself who certainly shall be in your own power

!

"For

In his frantic eagerness he shot high into the

through the

a whole year

I

shall not address you a single,

unkind word, until you have dismissed all thought of
Rama deprived of his kingdom, baffled in his pursuits, and, moreover, only a mortal.
"For what virtues, indeed, O you foolish girl, who

—

away

And
lord of

Then

bitterly crying Sita offered all the resistance

she could and wrathfully replied

"Oh, you
strength of

O

;

you vile,
At such words of the daughter of Videha the dark
features of the fiend lit up
his eyes darted fire, and,
perish,

Rakshas, she helplessly continued shouting

and as one entirely out of her mind
strong-armed Lakshmana, you who are de:

voted to your elder brother,
I

— do you

not know, that

am being carried away by the evil- minded Raksha?
"Have you not, O hero, been trained by Rama ?

O faithful, famous, valiant, virtuous Lakshmana, do
you not see how I, defenseless creature, am being carried off by Ravana ?
Ah, you have been trained by
wicked Rakshas, methinks, since you do not avenge
an evil deed like this and punish Ravana?
"The fruits of a godless deed are manifest, and its
fruit to Ravana shall certainly be death.
" Alas, how Kaikei and her friends will now rejoice,
I,

a lawful wife, should thus be carried far

how to-day the
who drove Rama

Truly,

wilderness

vile

away

with his wife into the lonely

!

"Thus,

I

greet thee for the last time,

O

Janas-

thana, and bid you farewell, ye trees and flowers

quick to

!

Kaikei will be pleased

tell

Rama,

that

Ravana

carries

away

be

;

Sita

!

"I salute thee, proud, lofty mountain Prasravana
you also quickly tell Rama, how Ravana carries away
Sita!

:

be vanquished by the glorious
with all your followers you shall
wicked Raksha "

shall

Rama

in the forest.

while carried along through the air by the

all

"O

she

kindred, to go to live like a fool in

haunted by beasts of prey?"
And after addressing these words to the daughter
of Mithila, the evil-minded demon proceeded to lay
violent hands on Sita, as the son of the moon, Budha,
once did with Rohini, the daughter of Daksha. *

he carried her along with him, as the

like a raving fury,

doms and

own

having

;

that

his

;

air,

as the

The unearthly, golden phantom-chariot, with its
span of wild braying asses was seen close by, and the
animals by their horrible loud braying frightened Sita
beyond measure and lifting her into his arms, he
made the daughter of Videha rribunt his chariot.
The beautiful woman when thus caught by the
fiend piteously cried: "O husband, husband!" she
shouted in her distress, invoking her consort, who was

think yourself so wise, can you persist in loving a man
like Rama, who for a woman's word leaves his kingthis lonely forest,

air,

Rama,

world-serpent Ahi had done with the wife of Indra.

for a

my

me,

off in terror at

soaring aloft with the struggling wife of

that

fool

the genii of the forest fled

the sight of the mountain-high, sharp toothed Raksha.

far

:

daughter

of trees,

women — the

all

!

;

with a fearfully threatening brow, his

left

hand Ravana

* Budha was the regent of Mercur, and Rohini, the daughter
was also one of the so-called Nakshatra, or Lunar mansions.

of

Daksha,

"I greet

thee,

O

fragrant, flowery

woodland

—

at

once announce to Rama, that Ravana carries away Sita
And you also, high-sounding river Godavari, with
your flocks of swans and wild geese without delay
!

'

'

—

Ravana has carried away Sita
I revere you all good genii, dwelling in this forest,
rich in all kinds of plants
you also proclaim that I
have been violently wrested from my husband
tell to

Rama,

that

!

'

'

;

!

THE OPEN
"I invoke the
this forest

;

aid of every living being, haunting

birds and strong beasts of prey,

all

I

in-

voke your aid
"I wish you to announce to Rama, that in his absence, and in the absence of the wise hero Lakshmana, I have violently been dragged away by Ha-
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morals and medicine, obliterate the line between sanity and insanity, and exonerate every criminal from responsibility on the

assumed ground

This

of a special neurosis or a defective brain.

!

more or

the tendency,

is

expressed or implied, but, at

less plainly

and
has been

by the premisses and by a frank logic.
But is it either a good tendency or a true conclusion ? Is it
either good science or good sense ?
Is it good morals ?
I believe
it is neither, and these are some of ray reasons for so disbelieving
I
It is asserted that criminals and the insane have " defective, retarded, and aberrant brain development," and that therefore their crimes and follies are anatomically or pathologically

generous
even from
Death him

Badikf, Ten Kate and Pavlosky^:, Corre and Rousel~;, Marro and
Lombroso||, LombrosoT, Varaglia**, Mills ff, Tenchini |:j:, etc.,

vana.

least, necessitated

;

"Yet,

him

tell

also,

that although helpless

struggling, the wife, dearer to

carried away, she well

hero, will not

fail

knows

him than

to rescue Sita,

the infernal regions of

Yama,

life,

my

that he,

—were

it

— the God of

The common

necessitated.

conclusion of the studies of Benedikt

*,

to adopt the "already settled," " it-goes-wiihout-saying," air with

and skulls of these classes are atypical or unis both true and untrue.
I mean
it is probably true and may be willingly admitted.
But I wish first to illustrate the spirit of many
of these inquiries by a quotation from Benedikt, who frankly says
of his observations that "they were collected as the result of an
a priori conviction that the criminal is an overloaded individual
having the same relation to crime as his next of blood-kin the
epileptic, and his cousin the idiot, have to their encephalopathic
condition." Others have been less blunt in avowing their prejudice
but it seems to have governed the studies of most.
Moreover, if
you look for atypism you shall certainly find it
Why ? Because
it is to be found in criminals and the insane just as well as in
other good folk.
It may reasonably be doubted if there is a per-

which he calmly put aside what I had supposed the ine.xorable
laws of nature and of sociological evolution.
Have we indeed

What do we mean by

that the brains

is

self!"

symmetrical.

THE MODERN FRANKENSTEIN.*
BY GEORGE M. GOULD, M.

Some time ago

I

was present

D.

at a lecture

in alluding to a certain skull, incidentally
to " the criminal type of crania."

A

wherein the speaker,

spoke of

it

as belonging

brain that had been hard-

ened either by world-wear, by chemical action, or by the lecturer's
logic, was also alluded to as belonging to "the crime class."
There was in all this a sort of " taken-for-granted " air of assurance that aroused in me a multitude of questionings and doubts.
The gentleman was an adept, I, a novice, and I felt I ought also

— and

went home seriously
to ask myself when a man becomes an embezzler or "boodler,"
kills his mistress, guzzles too much whisky, gets cranky or clean
daft, or kicks his wife, if it is all because his "atypical" skull
or brain determined his atypical conduct.
It is, indeed,
true
that we must always hold ourselves ready to reconsider the truth
of such old bits of bigotry and dogmatism as that two and two
make four, or that it is advisable for most of us to takte food in
order to live very long.
In this modest and submissive mood I
asked for instruction
I read without prejudice whatever I could
find on the question by alienists, neurologists, cerebrologists,
craniologists and penologists, and I regret to say that I have found

"changed

in

my

all

that,"

I

said to myself,

reading that the medical profession

I

is

pretty generally lean-

ing toward the view that not only insanity but also crime

is

the

All through this literature I have found the
Homicidal Mania," "Moral Insanity," "Inheritance of
Criminality," " Insane Criminals, " " Moral Anaesthesia, " "Negro,
Simian, and Foetal Peculiarities," etc., etc.

result of disease.

terms,

as

"

One writer
much so as

into fabrics "

"The
H/ero,"

;

says that " inebriates are grown and manufactured,
cotton and wool, and the machines to work them

another says,

passion for gambling
is

"the

true thief

may be

is

born, not made."

acquired by the fcetus in

another dictum of a famous writer.

This statement

that as an abstract statement

"The

brains of

:

symmetrical skull or perfectly typical brain

fectly

the world.

in

Correspondence to an ideal perfection and symmetry.
But such actualities nowhere exist. No
man ever saw a symmetrical leaf or tree, a symmetrical skull or

And

brain.

typical

?

yet despite their determination to find

it,

possible,

if

Badik and others are forced to confess that but a part of their
criminal skulls and brains were "aberrant," " unsymmetrical,"
"negroid," or "simian."
the

more moderate

atypism than
is

that

may be

said that the contention of

member

greater

But that

The conclusion of the investigations so
number of criminal brains and

skulls are

average

of the

far proves

certain

a

is

community.

in the

not proved.

only

It

that in the classes considered there

is

But what about those that, so far as dis?
And what about those sane folks with
atypical skulls ?
The Greek skeptic shown the offerings of rescued
shipwrecked mariners who had in the hour of peril devoted these
presents to the god, calmly asked, where also were the offerings
of those not saved.
No large, careful, and scientific measuring of
the sane and moral has been made and compared with that of the
Clevenger doubts if any differences could
insane and criminal.
Science means
be found in such a comparative examination.
prevision, but if the brains and crania of the ten last dead from
the State Prison, the Insane Asylum, and yesterday's railroad
disaster were gathered, there is no expert or set of cerebrologists
Very well
coverable, are normal
atypical.

in the

!

world could either put the thirty brains back

in their

proper

criminals exhibit a deviation from the normal type, and criminals

cases or designate with any certainty to what class of the three

are to be viewed as an anthropological variety of their species,"
says Benedikt, the Moses of this " peculiar people." The popular

alone can

"Science" concerning "A Family of
Criminals," " The Famous Jukes Case," and the everlasting reappearance of the six-fingered and six-toed gentry in the devil's popular bible, the Sunday Newspaper, — such things as these make us
wish that sterility had also been an inherited quality of the
mothers of certain newspaper "scientists" and writers. To be
brief, let us crowd the matter into a sentence and say, that the
tendency of this school is to wipe out the distinctions between

any one belonged.
tell you

plebifications of so-called

*
t
t
§
II

'[

Read before the Medical Jurisprudence Society

of Philadelphia.

May

14,

life

of the brain of

Vol. XV, 1884. p. 50.
Sur guelgues Crtnes, etc.. Rev. cfAnthrop.. Paris, 1881.
Elude dun Serie de tltes, etc., /\ev. dAnthrop., Paris, 1S83.
Rrflessitendinei, etc.. Arch di Psichiat, Tornio, 1883.
/.a fiazzia

Morale,

etc.,

Arc/l. di Fs/c/iiat, Tornio, iSSz.

Arch, di Psichiat, Tornio, 1883.
accad. di Med. di Tornio, 1884.
** Note Analom.,

On

tember
it

the criminal history of the

advance a single peculiarity

The Brains of Criminals.
Summary in Phila. Med. Times,

etc..

+t
*

No man from
in

Sul mancinismo motorio

Arih. di Psichiat, Tornio, 1885.
arrested and aberrant Devel., etc.. Jour. Nerv.

Fosso occipitali,
.

etc.,

Gior. d.

r.

etc..

& Ment.

Dis,.

Sep-

Rome,

1886.

1886.

Note sur

la crfte, etc., .Actes Cong, fnlernat. d'anlhrop. Criin.
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man hung to-day. The cranium and brain of Pigott are said
have been of exceptional symmetry and perfection, and yet he
invented Pigottry, having first practiced it all his life.
The skull
of an excellent physician of this city, has, on account of its
astonishing asymmetry, been noticed and marvelled at across the

COURT.
by the cart-before-horse logic of supposing an organ can
and function of which it is the instrument.
A sound metaphysic, psychology, and cerebrology, each,

the

find

to

exist prior to the desire

amphitheatre.

3.

Thus not only

is

the so-called fact not proved, and so far

non

si'<jintiir.

It

does not follow, nor

is

it

is

his action

proved, that defective,

Functional defect there may be, but neither scalpel
nor microscope has proved any other to exist. If he does not know

the true quality of the action of the
effectiveness.

The hand

from what animal

do not

It is

or insanity.

came, no expert could

tell

whether a sheep's

brain or that of a tiger were the more crime-producing one.
hoc

is

Post

not propter hoc, as philosophers have to be warned a hundred

times a day.

hunters to

call

man

;

;

a

aberrant, atypical, or simian brains and skulls, imply immorality

it

or sanity of a

and nature as a unit these qualities relate only to
conduct as a whole. There can be no conceivable localization of
function- of morality or reason.
These things consist in the use
the mind puts all its centres to
they refer to the animus of the
soul itself that inhabits and uses all organs as its instruments.
Interference with the action of a part or the whole of the brain,
nay, even non-development of the brain as a v;hole, cannot change
is

the non-anatomical school of cerebrologists.
utterly without significance, but the interpretation of the fact

The morality

also drives a nail in the coffin.

needless to say he belongs, " sans p/irase," to

It is

it

How tired we get hallooing at these propter hoc
them from the way their game has not taken. Away

they go again after their post hoc, whilst all the time their Reynard,
i\ie\r propter hoc, sits calmly on the fence watching and chuckling
" Deficient gyri-development and asymmetry " may neat them

owner to be a thief or a lunatic, but I think the
shape of the pisiform bone should also be considered. Artemus
Ward said he knew a man in Oregon who hadn't a tooth in his
cessitate the poor

differ.

of a liar

mind it can only lessen its
and the hand of an honest man
;

the liar and the honest

man

that are different.

hand do not differ neither can the brain centres that mediate
between desire and function. I know very well to speak before
modern scientific men of " the soul " and as if there were a somewhat behind cerebral ganglia using them like a master does tools,
is quite certain to raise many smiles, and secure one the pitying
contempt due to the stupid worshiper of some serai-barbaric
image when the newer and more elegant faith is the vogue. The
If

the

fashionables enjoy the sweetness of their supposed superior wis-

dom

;

the poor dolt the sweetness of his fetich and his faith.

But,

base-drum better than any other man he ever heard.
I cannot forbear to empale another and related pleasantry of

"Great is Diana, " the fashionable worshipers of Materialism should remember that the walls of logic and of fact that
shelter the old spiritualistic boobies and their altars are quite as
Omne vivmn ex ozw is the legend of the doorway,
firm as ever.

these logicians

and Archebiosis

same man could beat the

head, not a single tooth, and yet this

;

this is the unjustifiable

humanity-conceit that

like

in

crying,

is

the myth.

Many

of the supposed arch priests

a hideous Jack-in-the-box springs at you in the sneer of the words

of materialism are in fact traitors in this respect,

"simian," "negroid," "reversion to the animal type," etc., when
speaking of these atypical brains. I ask in all sincerity and serious-

Huxley,* for example.

we

more moral than our remote simian forefathers ?
Nay, are we not even less so ? Take a thousand members of the New York and Chicago Stock Exchange, and a thousand monkeys in a cage or in their native woods, which set of
gentlemen will break the eleven commandments the greater number of times Anno Domini, 1889 ? As to the shameless " negroid,"

ness,

if

are a jot

—

who was the greater sinner, the white slave-holder or his victim ?
Or read the astounding and horrible record revealed in the official
statement of the pardons granted convicts by the Governor of

South Carolina, also in the year of our Lord, 18S8.* Such facts
as this last, and such theories as we are discussing, almost make
one say, as the joker did of life, it is one-half if, and threefourths
2.

/ie.

In the second place, this theory

is contradicted by the law
Throughout the countless ages of organic
has preceded function, and function has pre-

of biologic evolution.

development,

life

ceded morphology, f
Habitual action creates peculiarity of structure
its
it

own

instruments.

have any, appear.

organs.

How

Hunger

in the

Character
Nay, more

name

of

;

its

organs,

character, in truth, creates

common

sense could

existed before stomachs, eating

ing begot horns, the snake's

desire begets

;

inherited before

is

enemy

it

if

its

be otherwise

produced

?

teeth, fight-

existed before his fangs and

In precisely the same way, if crime and crankiness
have an anatomical basis, it is because rascality and folly preceded
any structural instrumentalities or peculiarities. If we are seeking
poison-sacs.

the origin of crime,

*See

Tlie

we

Nation, April

cannot, in the
4.

name

of reason, expect to

18S9.

\ Hydra viriiiis, for example, has no eyes and is yet sensitive to light
no
brain or nerves and yet lies in wait for prey, pursues and fights, or flees from
danger. Turned inside out it lives and digests as well as before. It holds live
worms down with an arm when they try to get out of its stomach. Any part
;

reproduces

same

all.

Cut

oft

the bottom of

its

stomach and

as ever, the food of course, falling out of the

it

goes on eating the

bottom— in

this last respect

not unlike certain fact-gatherers without a logical stomach-bottom to digest
their large eating.

— Spencer

and

4 But the happiest of the funeral-attendants will be ethics.
Determinism is the ally of Materialism. The step from this belief
in the anatomical nature of crime and loss of self-control, to abIf we lie because a gyrus
solute fatalism, is a small one indeed.

gets kinked or

is

wanting, rob the

till

because of our simian kind

and choke the girl to death that jilts us because of our
cerebral asymmetry, then it follows that every sane act and thought
and emotion is pre-determined by our neurological anatomy. The
delight in which certain logic-choppers revel in breaking down the
barriers of self-dependence and the belief in individual freedom is
quite wonderful.
It is hardly explainable except upon the somewhat insulting assumption that, themselves feeling and desiring no
moral frefedom, they prefer the tyranny of structure as an excuse
for not following the higher law. Benedikt has a funny story that
He says he asked an " inhe, of course, tells in all seriousness.
telligent counterfeiter " if circumstances permitting, he would
again repeat his crime.
For a reply the intelligent counterfeiter
The old
said: "When I die, I will you my skull and brain."
Dryasdust sagely observes that this answer was more correct than
any given by philosopher or criminalist as to the psychology of
crime.
I could not help thinking I would like to have seen the
of brain,

glittering leer of the counterfeiter, evidently a fine joker, as "flat-

tering his

The

humor

to the top of his bent," his victim

crankiness and crime,

then, in

turned away..

asymmetry produces
the future, all that embryonic

curb-stone logic of the matter

is

that

if

cranks and criminals will have to do to excuse their depraved desires is to consult a professor of this new phrenology, and, the diagnosis of "atypism " once settled, they will hasten home to indulge their " inherited neurosis" and " moral anaesthesia " by crackwalking, wife- beating, intelligent counterfeiting, or the innocent

pleasures of " homicidal mania."
*(See Spencer's Biology, Vol. I, pp. 222, 253, etc.) Spencer's position is
Here is a gem from Huxley " Cells are no more the producers

well known.
of vital

phenomena than

:

the shells scattered in orderly lines along the sea-

beach are the instruments by which the force of the moon's gravity acts upon
the ocean. Like these, the cells mark only where the vital tides have been
and how they have acted."

THE OPEN COURT.
Guileau had known his brain was " congenitally asymmetoffice-seeker would probably have tried

If

rical," ihe disappointed

his

marksmanship on an

earlier president.

It

may be

that fatalism

universe is a stupendous and horrifying
and the theory that premises fatalism had better
pause before'thus giving the lie to both God and man.
Are we not indeed fully conscious, we who are honest and
is

true, but,

failure

and

if

so, this

farce,

burns a light no trick of matter can quench, a
power to resist the weaknesses and the tyrannies of flesh and desire, and that in all our lives, there is, or may be, a moral force
true, that within us

and an intellectual prevision
slave

to

which heredity

is

the obedient

is in

truth inexplainable otherwise

;

I

mean

to say that this

tendency to erase the words responsibility from the dictionary of
law and sociology is itself the unreasoning, unscientific voice of
Unconsciously but none the less truly,
our age and generation.
and flattery of that capricious and
it is flattery of the Zeitgeist,
greedy goddess is for clear-thinking and straight-seeing people the

one unpardonable sin, the sin against the Holy Ghost. The Zeitand the Heilige Ceisl are two quite different things. The
Vox popuU \% never vox Dei*
Zeitgeist is never in the right.
We have, for example, to close the book from sheer shuddering, when we read of the malignity and diablerie with which crim-

geist

and lunatics were treated in the past. It seems impossible
were slowly roasted for hours or days while
the spectacle was made the gayest of all festal occasions by laughing maidens and flirting cavaliers. The smell of burning flesh and
the writhings and cries of the agonized victims were sweet to these
We can hardly believe that idiots and madmen
strange fiends.
were chained in filth for years, kept immersed in ice-water for
rotating
machines till their tormenters were tired,
days, whirled in
inals

?

5. Moreover, just as inevitably as this theory leads to fatalism
and hence to immorality, it also leads to economic injustice. All
things good or bad are measurable by the tally-stick of financial
justice.
I protest that the general tendency of this hypothesis,

and criminals, and to
As a result, the expense of maintaining the defective and criminal classes, and of
keeping up both the sham and the reality of legal justice, is increasing faster than the population. This expense has to be borne
by the producer who is he ? The producer, whom present
methods do in reality punish, is he that quenches in himself the
beginnings of folly and unwisdom
is he that throttles in their inception the promptings of over-indulgence and disregard for others
rights
he that works for himself rather than scheme and cheat
others out of their earnings.
In other words the popular practice
and theory punishes a man for preserving his sanity and honor by
burdening him with the support of the thriftless and the depraved.
6. Lastly this wearisome absurdity is to be condemned because
it is contrary to God's law
pardon me, I mean, the law of natural
selection— and unavoidably creates the evil it deplores.
It is no
more nor less than a reward held out to all neurasthenics, and
hysterics, all lazy-bones and cheats, to indulge their criminal
leanings and inordinate appetites. Since time began wise and kind
old mother nature has found that, loving the many as she does
and of

its

corollaries,

lunatics

to create

is

shield criminality with the cloak of insanity.

;

;

;

—

rather than the few, the only true love of
an,/

matter
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7'iiioiis to

the 'uhill ?

all is

the law, Vauiiens

Civilization has suddenly

than the divine or cosmic source whence

it

grown wiser

sprang and thinks

it

has

found a better way. But is not a man to be written down as an ass
that scorns his father and mother ?
The modern conceit that we
know better than God and nature, seems but simply more egre-

more impiously long-eared.
minds and hearts to bear as their secret
; but the modern paraphrase is, socii diaholi
By our brutal pity and by our cruel sympathy we are pil-

giously and
It is

the glory of fine

that so-called criminals

We flatter ourselves, however, when we think we are
Our present lachrymose barbarism is in the first place
quite as cruel to some one and is explainable only as the contrary
swing of the pendulum to the opposite extreme.
One extreme always begets its opposite in the fickle passions
Physicians should at least know something
of popular feeling.
etc., etc.

wiser.

about the law of action and reaction. It is quite as true law in
We have only substituted an indirect
history as in pathology.
and weak maleficence for a direct and brutal malevolence. Never
for a moment have we thought that our feelings should have had

no voice in the matter, but that justice, utility, and prophylaxis
should have been the rules. This question cannot be studied
It is a sociolapart from its relations and historical connections.
ogical question, and all such questions and theories must be judged
by their results, logical, or actual. A thing may be true in itself
Many
but false in its relations and pernicious in its consequences.
Establish foundling-hospitals where the
true things are untruths.
brats of lubricity are cared for better than the sweater-babies, and
once concupiscence doubles and trebles the number of illegitimate and syphilitic starvelings. The world's greatest statistician.
at

Dr. Farr, stigmatizes the

ing up the burden of the future, in our coddling of debility and in

our nursing of deceit, both of which — easy is the descent to hell
hasten to fuU-fiedge into slum, asylum, and prison problems. Pity
without justice

is

itself

crime.

There

is

no greater sinner against
By encouraging self-

society than the indiscriminate alms-giver.

delusion, and discouraging self-control, this theory of anatomically

necessitated crime operates to deteriorate the average virility of

the race and so immensely increases suffering.
vast horde of incarnate canine appetites in
lessly

There

human

is

always a

society rest-

awaiting the slipping of the leash of law and labor to rush

vice, and crime. That
and that science are the better assured of perpetuity that
tighten rather than cut both collar and leash.
It will have been noticed, and you doubtless have marveled,
that I face and treat this problem in a novel way
it may be
thought that I have allowed feeling rather than reason to dictate,
and that my tirade were better addressed to the vulgar many
rather than to the scientific few.
But it has been with "malice
aforethought " that I have thus written, believing as I do that the

of race deterioration that

we

per-

and defective classes to
says by permitting
Prof. A. Graham Bell
breed, rt./ lihitum.
producing
a deaf-mute variety of
actually
intermarriages we are
idle,

criminal,

•!•

the race.

And

motto, socii Dei sumtis
siimiis.

shame

mit in allowing the imbecile,

this

brings us to the essence of the whole matter

:

the

and the mentally diseased. Suppose for argument's sake, we admit that some lunatics and even some criminals are what they are by the force of organic and anatomical
What then ? Only this, that we are then bound to ask
necessity.
how the "moral anaesthesia" and "cerebral atypism " came into
being.
In obedience to what necessity or desire, in response to
origin of criminals

what peculiarity of the environment, did these defective brains
and skulls arise ? The bat's wing, the seal's fin, a cat's paw, a
these modifications of one primal
horse's foot, a man's hand,
organ were moulded by the needs of the creature and the actions
These two things,
of the environment into their different shapes.

—

we have

to consider

the rascal or fool per

his

baying after the temptations of indulgence,

then,

society

needs, desires, tendencies, etc., and second the environment, that

;

present so-called "scientific" attitude of the profession as to this

;

first,

creates and encourages the rascal and

se,

fool.

As to the first inquiry, I again assert that if law breakers or
wrecked minds are such by the stringent necessity of their inherited cerebral defects a fact I by no means admit then it
It cannot be argued that
follows that we must go to the parents.
heredity forces us back ad infinitum, either to the biblical Adam

—

—

*

Maximus erroris poputus

t
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or to our simian ancestry.
the whole ourang
as

"

we

In this case

are not " bound to go

because, on the one hand, the old myth, wise

:

was, was not science

and again, because old mother nature,
left to her own grand wisdom, soon cuts short both crank and
criminal with summary kindness.
At the farthest we shall only
have to go back but one or two generations to find the criminal
and the lunatic in the making. The eye that pierces shams sees
it

;

about every day, this subtle secret manufacturing.
However
heinous and horrible, all lunacy and all iniquity began at some
time with slight and repetitive, but always conscious, departures
it all

from right living and right thinking.* The duty of sound minds,
sound medicine, and sound science is to check and stop these
departures.
Withstand beginnings, is the logic of all health,
mental or moral.
Like a bear by the ears materialism always lugs in this
question of heredity wherewith to frighten the children of the
spirit.
But with amazing illogicality it begs the whole question

assuming that only matter can inherit, whilst every fact
embryology and organic evolution shows it is the soul, the
spirit, the character, that inherits, and that moulds the organs of
mind into shapes consonant with its own immaterial heritages.
in cooly

of

It

may be asked

herited

?

—and

inherited?
it

I,

:

If structure

in turn, ask

:

is

not inherited, what then

If structure is inherited,

any recognizable atypism

Is there

is

when

in the fcEtus

inis it

No,

?

only exists some 20 or 40 years after the tendency has been in-

herited,
herited,

and after conception has taken place. Tendency was inand tendency, if you please, produced the atypism or the

The ovum

criminal.

or spermatozoid, a structureless cell of the

most primitive protoplasm, so small that
eye, contains the

summary

bilities of millions to

peculiarities even to the curl of hair

Where

is

it is

invisible to the

naked

and the

possi-

of millions of past lives

come, for each bearing numberless inherited

and peculiarity of speech.

the inherited structure in this tiny speck of matter

inlieiilance

of power

to

The liar puts

structure.

make structure

is

XOT

tlie

his brain to lying uses; the

mediate truth quite as well.

The

lie is

?

The

inheritance of

same brain could

not in the brain

;

it is

in the

liar. If you please, the liar and his brain are two quite distinguishable somewhats. Moreover, this so-called " iron law of heredity " is
very flexible steel, ay, is utterly limp in the hands of evolution.

"The instances in which accidental deformities are not transmitted," says a great biologist, "out-number those in which they
are inherited." Did Shakespeare, Cassar, Bismarck, Washington,
and thousand such, draw their genius from an ancestry ever
growing and straining to the culminating bloom ? Not at all.
The imps of determinism have not yet caught all the birds of free-

dom

Raschke looked anxiously on the furrowed countenance of his colleague.
" I should like to see you on the road to your wife,
and better

To

be continued,)

I shall, seek both
have a right to do so."
"Use counts the hours till your return," said
Raschke, in still greater anxiety
"she will not be at
rest till she has fast hold of her loved one."
"My wife has long been deprived of rest while
she was with me," said the Scholar, "I have not
understood how to defend her.
I have exposed her
to the claws of wild beasts.
She has found from
strangers the protection that her own husband refused
her.
The indifference of her husband has wounded
her in that point which it is most difficult for a woman
to forgive. I have become a mere, impotent dreamer,"
he exclaimed, " unworthy of the devotion of this pure
soul, and I feel what a man never should feel
ashamed to meet my excellent wife again."
He
turned his face away.
"This feeling is too high-strained, and the reproaches that you angrily make yourself are too severe.
You have been deceived by the cunning prevarication
of a worldly wise man.
You yourself have expressed

roads as soon as

I

;

that

it is

ingloriously easy to deceive us in things in

which we are not cleverer than children. Werner,
once more I entreat of you to depart with me immediately, even though by another road."
" No," replied the Scholar, decidedly " I have all
my life long been clear in my relations with other men.
I cannot do things by halves.
If I feel a liking, the
pressure of my hand and the confidence that I give
does not leave a moment's doubt of the state of my
heart.
If I must give up my relation to any one, I
must have the reckoning fully closed. I cannot leave
;

this

place as a fugitive."

"Who
hateful
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CHAPTER

XXXVIII.

— Continued.

the morning of the day following, Professor

Raschke entered

his friend's

room prepared

for the

journey.

"Has

with her on the road back to us."
doubt, friend, that

demands that?" asked Raschke. "You
man who turns his eyes away from a
worm that crawls before him on the ground."

only go like a

facts.
(

On

still,

"Have no

either with the lime of a whipster's logic or with the net of

assumed

COURT.

the Magister disappeared

?

"

he asked, anx-

" If the worm has injured the man, it is his duty to
guard others from the danger of like injury, and if he
cannot guard others, he ought to clear his own path."
"But if he incurs new danger in the attempt?"
"Yet he must do what he can to satisfy himself,"
" I will not allow; myself to be
exclaimed Werner.
robbed of the rights that I have against another. I
am called upon by the insult to my wife I am called
upon by the ruined life of a scholar, whom we both
lament.
Say no more to me. Friend, my self-respect
has been severely wounded, and with reason.
I feel
my weakness with a bitterness that is the just punish;

iously.

"He
Werner,
fortune

has done what he was obliged to do," replied

"Whatever his future
we have done with him."

gloomily.

may

he,

life

and

* Justice Stephen recognized this when he says in reference to crime that
the excuse of detective mental power, etc., does not hold " it the absence of

the power of self-control has been produced by his
t Translation copyrighted.

own

default."

ment

I have looked upon
have written to Struvelius, and
begged his pardon for having so arrogantly treated

the

for the

life

pride with which

of others.

I

THE OPEN
him in the uncertainty that once disturbed his life.
Here is my letter to our colleague. I beg you to give
it to him, and to tell him that when we meet again I
wish to have no words upon the past, only he must

know how

bitterly

consideration

have atoned

I

But, however

severe with him.

may

for

having been

much

patience and

require from others,

I should lose
courage to live, if I went
from here without coming to a reckoning with the

I

the last thing that gives

lord of that castle.

I

me

am no man

of the

world who

has learnt to conceal his anger beneath courtly words."

"He who

seeks to

man

a

call

claimed Raschke, "should have the means of getting
firm hold of his opponent, otherwise

may become

satisfaction

a

new

what should be

humiliation."

"To

have sought this satisfaction to the utmost,"
replied Werner, "is in itself a satisfaction."
" Werner," said his colleague, "I hope that your
anger and indignation will not draw you into the

who

thoughtless vindictiveness of the weak fools

own

a brutal playing with one's

life

and that

call

of others

He

is

a prince," said the Professor, with a

gloomy

"I wear no spurs, and the last use I made of
my bullet mould was to crack nuts with it. How can
you so mistake me ? But there are things which must
There is a healing power in words if
be expressed.
not for him who listens to them, yet for him who
I must tell him what I demand of him.
He
speaks.
shall feel how my words are forced down into his joysmile;

;

My

speaking out will make me free."
hear 3'ou," exclaimed Raschke.
"I will do my best to speak to him."
" He has many means of preventing you."
" Let him use them at his peril, for he will thereby
deprive himself of the advantage of hearing me without
less heart.

"He

will refuse to

witnesses."

"He

will set all

tion affords

him

in

power recklessly
"

I

am no

the machinery that his high posimotion against j'ou he will use his
;

to restrain you."

bawling soothsayer

will attack Cffisar

open street, to warn him of the Ides of March.
M}' knowledge of what will humble him before himself
and his contemporaries, is my weapon. I assure you
will give

"He

is

me

opportunity to use

it

as

I

will."

read the address.
he said " How did
;

Werner opened

"A

it

letter

come

it

"Mrs. Aurelia begs me

his face.

my

from

into

my

wife to you,"

pocket

'."

again a slight smile passed over

;

The charge comes at
company you to your

to take care of you.

the right moment.

place of departure

;

I

will ac-

we

will not

forget the cap or cloak."

The Professor conducted
ance

;

his friend to the convey-

they spoke together, up to the last moment, of

the lectures which both wished to give in the ap-

proaching term. " Remember my letter to Struvelius,'"
were Werner's last words, when his friend was seated

to that

that

you

I

cannot follow him?"
will excite in

him to some dark deed."
"Let him do his worst I must do what

him

will

;

the Sovereign, his request was urgent

;

the servant

brought as an answer that his master could not be
spoken to before his return the Professor might impart his wishes to one of the aides-de-camp.
Werner hastened to the adjacent house of the Lord
High Steward. He was taken into the library, and
gave a fleeting glance at the faded carpet, the old
hangings, which were covered with engravings in dark
;

lined within, as

if

"I seek

for

I

ought not to leave you in this position, and yet you
make your friend feel how powerless his honest counsel is against your stubborn will."

what

The High Steward

an interview with the Sovereign be-

"I beg

departure," began the Professor.
to

procure

me

this

of

audience."

"Pardon my asking you }'Our object," said the
High Steward. "Do you wish again to speak to a
concerning his disease?"
diseased man administers a high

"The

give

cried Raschke, raising his hands, "

the possessor wished to conceal

he read from the eyes of strangers.
entered hastily.

sufferer
will

peace."

"Werner!"

The household received him with embarrassed looks.
" The Sovereign is just starting on a journey, and will
not return for some days we do not know where he is
going," said the Intendant, with concern.
The Professor, nevertheless, desired him to announce him to

your Excellence

drive

;

"I shall think of it whenever I think of you," said
Raschke, stretching out his hand from the carriage.
The Professor went to the castle for a last conversation with the man who had called him to his capital.

fore his

going away," said Raschke, anxiously.

"Where can he go
"The apprehengjon

me

to him and embraced him.
As high as any man can stand
in the esteem of another, you stand in mine.
Do
not be angry if, in this case, 1 follow more the impulse
of my own nature than the mild wisdom of yours.
Give my greeting to your wife and children."
Raschke passed his hands over his eyes, drew on
his coat, and put the letter to Struvelius in his pocket.
In doing so he found another letter, took it out, and

frames, and on the large bookshelves, with glass doors,

who

in the

he

The Professor went up

in the carriage.

satisfaction.

"

1749

"Farewell, Raschke.

account," ex-

to

COURT.

has the power and rights of a healthy one
swerable to his fellow-men for his deeds.
it

a duty not to go from

that he

is

no longer

of his position."

in a

office,

and

he

an-

;

I

is

consider

here without informing him

condition to perform the duties

THE OPKN
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The Lord High Steward looked with astonishment
on this interview ? "
have learned since my return here from
the country compels me to do so I must seek this interview by every possible means in my power, whatever may be the consequences."
"Even the consequences to yourself?"
"Even these. After all that has passed, the Sovereign cannot refuse to hear me speak before I go."
"What he ought not to do he will yet try to do."
" He will do it at his peril," replied the Professor.
The High Steward placed himself in front of the
Professor, and said, impressively
"The Sovereign is going to Rossau to-day. The
plan is secret. I accidentally learnt the orders which

Do you
"What I

insist

;

were given

at the princely stables."

The Scholar

I

my

repeat

The High Steward took back

the document.
"I will endeavor to act as your representative.
But do not forget that the Sovereign travels to Rossau
in another hour. If we ever see each other again, Mr.
Werner," concluded the old lord, solemnly, "may
both our hearts be free from anxiety about that which
sometimes one esteems lightly, as you do at this moment, but which one does not willingly allow one's self
to be robbed of by the intervention of another."
The Professor hastened to the inn and called for
his servant.

"Show me your fidelity to day, Gabriel: none but
messenger on horseback can arrive at Bielstein in
time.
Do your best, take courier's horses, and put a
letter into the hands of my wife before the Court cara

" At your

you seek an audience through me," said the
after some consideration, "I will, as
an officer of the Court, and from personal esteem for
you, immediately convey your wish to the Sovereign.
But I will not conceal from you, Professor, that I consider a criticism from you upon past events as very
If

command, Professor,"

a military salute, "it

am

if I

not detained in changing horses,

The

am

I

thoroughly impressed with the convicmust be made," exclaimed the

Professor.
'

the

To

the Sovereign alone, or before others

? "

asked

High Steward.

Professor wrote in haste, and despatched Ga-

"If the ears and mind of the Sovereign remain
I shall thus fulfil an
closed, then before the world.
imperative duty to all who might suffer from the dark
;

a duty from which

I,

the rulers and people of our nation.

For

be borne that the conditions of ancient
again rise to life among our people."

"That

is

presented

"Read

it

decisive," replied the

it

is

Rome

not to

—

had touched the keys, play more than one melody
itself into a discordant measshe has gone, she is in the neighborhood of the
ure
I

:

boy, she laughs at her foolish wooer.

I see nothing
but the track on the high road that leads to

me

A

her.

with

strange power eternally strikes the same notes

to the Scholar.

hear the words,

I

see the road,

"Tell his Excellence that

riously.

I

am

" His Excellence begs admittance,"

it is

a question

an urgent signature."

"The
him

old fool,"

murmured

the Sovereign, "usher

much

pressed for time, your

in."
I

am

unfortunately

Excellence," he called out to him, as he entered.
(

I

am

a villain

:

To be contin^td,)

yet

I lie,

I

soon as he ceases to be what he has been, I
shall consider him merely as an afflicted man
in
this case my interview with him would be useless.
;

am

not.

fool, do not flatter.
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues.
And every tongue brings in a several tale.
And every tale condemns me for a villain.

Fool, of thyself speak well

"As

feel

on the point

"

The Professor read, and bowed to the High Steward.

I

of departing for the country."

"

this.

I

hand over my head."
The servant announced the High Steward.
"I will not see him," said the Sovereign, impe-

of

document, and

shadow stands near me and points
same path; I cannot

finger incessantly to the

the dark

High Steward.

to his bureau, took out a

its

control myself,

should

Will you renounce a personal interview with the Sovereign if this paper is signed by his

hand?

lying wearily on his sofa, his

cheeks pale and his eyes dim a thoroughly sick man.
"I had formerly other thoughts, and could, when

as

If calm remonstrance
an honest man, cannot escape.
will not move him, I shall publicly arraign him before

He went

*

*

The Sovereign was

within me, a dark

mind

be

Steward.

before

fancies of this disordered

trust to

now everything changes

tion that the criticism

'

I

then he returned to the dwelling of the High

;

High Steward,

risky in every point of view."

said Gabriel, with

a hard ride even for a hussar

is

able to deliver the letter in due time."

briel

his journey."

"But

request to procure an audience

riages arrive there."

started.

"I thank your Excellence from my heart for this
communication, " he exclaimed, with forced composure.
" I will endeavor to send a speedy warning beforehand.
I shall not start, myself, till your Excellence has seconded my efforts to speak to the Sovereign before
"

Meanwhile

before the Sovereign's departure."

at the Scholar.

"
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—King Richard
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criticized.

deserves such a criticism as

"The

this.

We are glad
Wm.

Sculptor

Once a vision bright appeared
But the radiance faded from me,
And the night comes that I feared.

he has sent
the

is

They, to banish their vague terrors,

am I The shadows
me and fear impart
Though my rhymes may not delight
!

Fall on

Sing

I

must

to ease

my

you.

The book

&

New York

to trace the

development

of

is

an

interesting, as
artist's

it

thought.

illustrate the paper.

;

formation.

Co.

evidences a thoughtful study of

and a kindly

life,

sympathy with the aspirations and trials of young womanhood.
Without any great originality of plot or incident, it holds the atIt is not an imaginative tale,
tention and interests by its truth.
but is evidently drawn from life, the outcome of much careful
notice and just judgment of others' lives and motives.

The growth

in

to say

Another interesting article is the Review of Prof. A. H.
Church's " Manual of Color." Prof. Church treats his subject
both from a scientific and an artistic standpoint and he appears to
have brought together a great deal of valuable observation and in-

BOOK REVIEWS.
Gradu.ate. Celia Parker Woolhy. Boston and

Houghton, Mifflin

Ludwig Knaus

biographical sketch of

always of value

admirable sketches

heart.

—Heine.

A Girl

Such tours de force ^re dangerous experiments

He followed his own taste in painting simple scenes from life and
showed an admirable power of "telling a story " which brought
him fame and success. Such subjects as " A Hungry Stomach has
no Ears," " The Amateurs in Comedy," " The Funeral," "The
Organ Grinder," etc., show the path which he followed. Several

Gleefully unite in song.
Silly child

mention of a fine portrait of the well known
by his son. It is less gratifying to note that

least.

The

the ghostly watches long,

of

and the whole

Salon a picture of Charlotte Corday— painted

to the

twelve days.

the children crouch in darkness

Through

it

to see

Story,

;

When

if

right eye appears severely contused

the face paralyzed."

left side of

MY LIFE SO DREAR AND LONELY.
my life so drear and lonely,

IN
In

No amount

Mr. Sargent's portraits are severely
technique can redeem a portrait

of character in the heroine

is

Hints on Portrait Painting are given from a lecture by Hubert
Herkomer. They are timely and suggestive
Among the designs
some rich specimens of pottery, one being an old Rouen Cider
decorative
department
rich
varied and full of
The
is
and
Jug.
valuable suggestions to the Amateur.
e. d. c.
are

NOTES.

well portrayed, with

and added knowledge produce.
Two of the characters, Maggie's sister and brother-in-law, forma
good contrast. Equally high-minded and noble in thought and
action, they represent to some extent the different effects of egoism and altruism on others — the good influence of the one grudgingly admitted, as stern fact must always be, but the admonitions
of the other eagerly sought for, carefully heeded and acted upon.
Perhaps the most winning character in the book is that of the
puzzled, humble, true-hearted foreman, Thomas Dean, who says
"Our children they get beyond us somehow I don't mean
less lovin' 'n obedient, but they get beyond us," and there is an excellent scene between the rector and his wife, in which the author
shows how easily missed are the opportunities of tact. Poor Miss
Graham is made the peg on which to hang the various fads of the
There is a good deal of
day, and an incongruous creature she is.
witty talk between the heroine and Sidney Gale.
He invites her
to drive and speaks of the moon-light.
" I've seen the full moon," she said, superciliously.
I was afraid you had.
I'd throw in a couple of comets and
the aurora borealis if I could, but there's no pleasing some people."
Gale expresses a good deal of sense in a witty way, and one is inthe efiects that varying influences

Prof.

Max

Miiller's

new book on " Natural Religion," being

the Gifford lectures delivered last year at Glasgow, will be shortly
issued by

Longmans, Green & Co.,

New

of

York.

The forthcoming number of the Century will contain a chapter
on the religion of Abraham Lincoln. He professed no creed, was
communicant

the

no church yet his
and faith.

of

life

;

was one of intense

re-

ligious thought, of reverence

Christian Life, a

Caldwell Bros.,

is

little

devoted

paper published

111., by
and men-

at Jacksonville,

to the realization of physical

:

—

'

clined to say of him, as Miss

her better than

I

thought

I

Graham does

should at

of Maggie,

"

I

liked

first."

As a story, the book is not of the thrilling type, but page after
page tells of experience gathered from many sources, with a keen
and kindly insight, and a deep sympathy with the pervading sorrow of humanity and told, with not the least approach to sermonizing, in such a way that every reader, who has been an on looker
as well as actor in life must recognize the justice and truth of many
;

a philosophical observation.

j.

f. h.

Art Amateur for July is filled with matter of unusual inMy Note Book" are notices of recent works of three
in whom Americans are interested, who exhibit at the

77/t"

terest.
artists,

tal

The

purity in the marital relation.

tone

is

reverent, the sug-

;

In "

Royal Academy.
Mr. Herbert Herkomer's "Chapel of the Charter House," is
spoken of with discriminating praise, while we are glad to say that

gestions practical,

"Upon

and

its

lessons imperative

This Rock," the new novel by M. C. O'Byrne,

re-

cently announced as being ready for publication, has been una-

voidably delayed.

We

are requested to inform subscribers and

others that the work will be issued in a few weeks.

Longmans, Green & Co. announce that the series
Modern History," which has acquired such wideamong cultivated readers, will be supplemented
by a few volumes on the critical periods of the history of America.
Messrs

"Epochs

of

spread popularity

They

will provide,

it

is

intended,

a continuous history of

United States from the colonial epoch

the

to the present time.

Dr. Gould, in the paper read before the Medical Jurisprudence Society of Philadelphia, and published in our present issue,
But we berather roughly handles the principle of determinism.
lieve that the attack is directed mainly against a sentimental perversion of that doctrine.
For there is a distinction between out-

ward constraint or
lies

as

fixed,

much

force,

and

'necessity

;

the exercise of

within the domain of necessity,

of law,

'

freewill

'

logically

and dependent on character, as the rule of determinism

;

the

contrary doctrine would lend caprice to every moral action and
uncertainty to every scientific phenomenon.

an ethical value,

mer

editorial of

it

must

result of necessity.

The Open Court

minism do not exclude each

(p.

other.

8881

:

If

conduct

is

to

* * * Indeterminism

thinkable in science as well as morals.

It

have

To quote from a for" Freewill and Deteris

would make every

tion morally indifferent and scientifically indeterminable."

unac-
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Read what Colonel IngersoU says:
" I am greatly pleased with Secular Thought '—
'

with its form, arrangement, and contents—above all,
with its spirit. It is splendid. I don't see how it
could ha better. I read it with the greatest of
Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll.
pleasure."
Read what Helen H. Gardener says:
" Permit me to congratulate you on the fine appearance and tone of 'Secular Thought.' I heartily congratulate our Canadian friends upon the
fact that they are represented by a paper of which
they can be justly proud, and which they need
never hesitate to hand to their most delicate-

minded

however religious they may be."
Helen H. Gardener.
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This little pamphlet is a reprint from the colums of The Open Court of an able and spirited
controversy between Wheelbarrow and a promThe title indicates the
inent Chicago financier
subject. Wheelbarrow attacks the combinations
of trade that "make bread dear and laborers
cheap." Sympathizer declares Wheelbarrows.article a misrepresentation of facts, and characterWheelbarrow
izes it as misleading and obscure.
replies, explains more fu'ly his position, and contends that the arguments of Sympathizer have only
taken.
The dishe
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cussion is by practical men, and forms an interesting chapter in economics.
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